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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

P"zer’s Paxlovid was granted emergency use authorization to treat mild to moderate COVID-19 in

December 2021.  The drug consists of nirmatrelvir tablets — the antiviral component — and

ritonavir tablets, which are intended to slow the breakdown of nirmatrelvir.

What started out as a slow rollout — only 40,000 or fewer prescriptions were written for the drug in

the U.S. each week through April 2022 — has gained steam, with more than 160,000 Paxlovid

prescriptions now being issued each week.  As of June 30, 2022, 1.6 million courses of Paxlovid

have been prescribed in the U.S. since its emergency use approval in December.

Yet, this increase in prescribing could be contributing to one of the signi"cant downfalls of the drug

— the creation of selective pressure on SARS-CoV-2, which promotes mutations that could make it

resistant to the drug.  The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention also issued a warning to

health care providers and public health departments about the potential for COVID-19 rebound after

Paxlovid treatment.

This recently happened to Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the U.S. National Institute of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases (NIAID), who experienced a return of COVID-19 symptoms after taking

Paxlovid. He then took a second course of the drug, which could trigger even more mutations in the

virus.

Paxlovid Triggers Fauci’s COVID-19 Rebound

Fauci said he tested positive for COVID-19, with only minimal symptoms. As his symptoms

increased, he took Paxlovid for "ve days, after which he tested negative for three consecutive days.

On the fourth day of testing, he tested positive for COVID-19 again, with symptoms worse off than

they were the "rst time.

"It was sort of what people are referring to as a Paxlovid rebound," he said. “... Over the next day or

so I started to feel really poorly, much worse than in the "rst go around.”  He was then prescribed a

second course of Paxlovid.

On June 30, he stated, “I went back on Paxlovid, and right now I am on my fourth day of a "ve-day

course of my second course of Paxlovid. Fortunately, I feel reasonably good. I mean, I'm not

completely without symptoms, but I certainly don't feel acutely ill.”  In the CDC’s health advisory

regarding COVID-19 rebound after Paxlovid treatment it’s stated:

“Recent case reports document that some patients with normal immune response who

have completed a 5-day course of Paxlovid for laboratory-con<rmed infection and have

recovered can experience recurrent illness 2 to 8 days later, including patients who have

been vaccinated and/or boosted ...

These cases of COVID-19 rebound had negative test results after Paxlovid treatment and

had subsequent positive viral antigen and/or reverse transcriptase polymerase chain

reaction (RT-PCR) testing.”

COVID-19 Still Spreads During Paxlovid Rebound

People who take Paxlovid can still transmit COVID-19 to others, even if they’re asymptomatic,

according to a preprint study.  Study author Dr. Michael Charness of the Veterans Administration

Medical Center in Boston told CNN, "People who experience rebound are at risk of transmitting to

other people, even though they're outside what people accept as the usual window for being able to

transmit."

The CDC  and P"zer  have suggested that sometimes COVID-19 naturally comes back after a

person tests negative, implying that COVID-19 rebound is spontaneous and not necessarily linked

to Paxlovid. However, Charness and colleagues didn’t "nd this to be the case. When they analyzed

1,000 cases of COVID-19 diagnosed among members of the National Basketball Association —

none of whom took Paxlovid — no cases of COVID-19 rebound were found.

Research published in Clinical Infectious Diseases  looked into why Paxlovid may be leading to

rebound symptoms and suggests it could be the result of insuacient exposure to the drug.  “Not

enough of the drug was getting to infected cells to stop all viral replication,” UC San Diego Health

reported. “They suggested this may be due to the drug being metabolized more quickly in some

individuals or that the drug needs to be delivered over a longer treatment duration.”

PGzer Seeks FDA Approval for Paxlovid

Despite the many questions regarding Paxlovid’s association with rebound infections, P"zer is

moving ahead and seeking full approval of the drug from the FDA.  The drug’s emergency use

authorization restricts who the drug can be sold and marketed to. Once full FDA approval is

granted, P"zer can market the drug directly to consumers.

Paxlovid’s emergency use authorization allows it to be prescribed for adults and children ages 12

and older who are at high risk for progression to severe COVID-19.  P"zer estimates that up to 60%

of the U.S. population meets these criteria and has at least one risk factor for severe illness, such

as obesity or diabetes, making them eligible for the drug.

However, concerns have risen over whether Paxlovid, which is said to cut the risk of hospitalization

or death by 86% in high-risk patients, when taken within "ve days of symptoms starting,  is

effective in people who are not high-risk.

In fact, P"zer stopped a large trial of Paxlovid in standard-risk patients because it didn’t show

signi"cant protection against hospitalization or death in this group.  According to a news release

from P"zer:

“In previously reported interim analyses, the company disclosed that the novel primary

endpoint of self-reported, sustained alleviation of all symptoms for four consecutive days

was not met, and a non-signi<cant 70% relative risk reduction was observed in the key

secondary endpoint of hospitalization or death (treatment arm: 3/428; placebo: 10/426).

An updated analysis from 1,153 patients enrolled through December 2021 showed a non-

signi<cant 51% relative risk reduction (treatment arm: 5/576; placebo: 10/569). A sub-

group analysis of 721 vaccinated adults with at least one risk factor for progression to

severe COVID-19 showed a non-signi<cant 57% relative risk reduction in hospitalization or

death (treatment arm: 3/361; placebo: 7/360).”

Is Paxlovid Triggering SARS-CoV-2 Mutations?

Initial reports have suggested that SARS-CoV-2 is not mutating and becoming resistant to Paxlovid,

but some experts believe it’s only a matter of time before this occurs — and emerging research

suggests it’s already happened.

David Ho, a virologist at the Aaron Diamond AIDS Research Center at Columbia University, was

among the "rst to document resistance mutations in HIV 30 years ago and believes the same may

be coming with SARS-CoV-2.  He’s also experienced post-Paxlovid COVID-19 rebound "rsthand.

Bloomberg reported:

“Ho said he came down with COVID on April 6 ... His doctor prescribed Paxlovid, and within

days of taking it, his symptoms dissipated and tests turned negative. But 10 days after <rst

getting sick, the symptoms returned and his tests turned positive for another two days.

Ho said he sequenced his own virus and found that both infections were from the same

strain, con<rming that the virus had not mutated and become resistant to Paxlovid. A

second family member who also got sick around the same time also had post-Paxlovid

rebound in symptoms and virus, Ho says.

‘It surprised the heck out of me,’ he said. ‘Up until that point I had not heard of such cases

elsewhere.’ While the reasons for the rebound are still unclear, Ho theorizes that it may

occur when a small proportion of virus-infected cells may remain viable and resume

pumping out viral progeny once treatment stops.”

Studies Show COVID-19 Virus Developing Paxlovid Resistance

Two separate studies cultured SARS-CoV-2 in a lab and exposed it to low levels of nirmatrelvir,

which would kill some, but not all, of the virus. “Such tests are meant to simulate what might

happen in an infected person who doesn’t take the whole regimen of the drug or an

immunocompromised patient who has trouble clearing the virus,” Science reported.

One of the studies revealed that SARS-CoV-2 developed three mutations after 12 rounds of

nirmatrelvir treatment — “at positions 50, 166 and 167 in the string of amino acids that make up

MPRO.”  The mutations amounted to a 20-fold reduction in the virus’ susceptibility to nirmatrelvir.

The other study  also found mutations at positions 50 and 166, revealing that when they occurred

together, SARS-CoV-2 became 80 times less susceptible to nirmatrelvir. According to the study:

“Reverse genetic studies in a homologous infectious cell culture system revealed up to 80-

fold resistance conferred by the combination of substitutions L50F and E166V. Resistant

variants had high <tness increasing the likelihood of occurrence and spread of resistance.”

Lead study author Judith Margarete Gottwein with the University of Copenhagen told Science, “This

tells us what mutations we should be looking for [in patients].”  Ho, who was not involved in these

studies, agreed that it appeared mutations were an inevitable outcome.

He told Science, “when you put pressure on the virus it escapes ... Given the amount of infections

out there, it’s going to come.”  It’s also completely unknown what may happen when two courses of

Paxlovid are taken in quick succession to treat COVID-19 rebound — as occurred with Fauci. It's

possible that ever-mutating COVID-19 variants could be created.

Other antivirals on the market to treat COVID-19 have also led to concerns over mutations.

Molnupiravir (sold under the brand name Lagevrio) was developed by Merck and Ridgeback

Therapeutics and approved by the FDA for emergency use December 23, 2021, for high-risk

patients with mild to moderate COVID symptoms.

However, not only might it contribute to cancer and birth defects, it may also supercharge the rate

at which the virus mutates inside the patient, resulting in newer and more resistant variants.

Other Early COVID-19 Treatments Ignored

Using drugs that cause high rates of organ failure, like remdesivir, and drugs that cause the virus to

rebound with a vengeance, like Paxlovid, and potentially trigger mutations don’t seem to be in the

best interest of public health. The fact that U.S. health authorities have focused on these drugs to

the exclusion of all others, including older drugs with high rates of effectiveness and superior

safety pro"les, sends a very disturbing message.

An investigation by Cornell University, posted on the University’s preprint server January 20, 2022,

found ivermectin outperformed 10 other drugs against COVID-19, making it the most effective

against the Omicron variant.  It even outperformed Paxlovid, yet it’s been vili"ed by health oacials

and mainstream media.

Remdesivir costs between $2,340 and $3,120,  and nirmatrelvir costs $529 per "ve-day

treatment,  while the average treatment cost for ivermectin is $58.  Do you think this has anything

to do with ivermectin’s vili"cation?

Paxlovid alone has cost U.S. taxpayers $5.29 billion,  while safe and less expensive options exist.

Dr. Pierre Kory, who is part of the group that formed the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Working

Group (FLCCC) to advance early treatments for COVID-19, pleaded with the U.S. government early

on in the pandemic to review the expansive data on ivermectin to prevent COVID-19, keep those

with early symptoms from progressing and help critically ill patients recover — to no avail.

However, if you’d like to learn more about its potential uses for SARS-CoV-2, FLCCC’s I-MASK+

protocol can be downloaded in full,  giving you step-by-step instructions on how to prevent and

treat the early symptoms of COVID-19.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,827 ratings

ORDER NOW
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EUREKA! WE"VE GOT IT!! The miraculous$$$ wonder drug and jab combined! Never again need you fear contracting any illness$$$

under the $$$sun! This miraculous wonder cure will protect you from all infections$$$$ which emails prove that we concocted in the

lab while you paid for it, all medical conditions$$$, and will guarantee you immortal life! In fact, we are so sure of its eacacy and

safety that we forgot to do any drug studies, and the FDA said no trials are necessary! It's so effective you must take it again and

again, and hide from those unvaxxed, WARNING: Wear your masks!

You can bet that all those who died of heart intammation or had seizures and paralysis, were really lying that our miraculous

immortality drug was involved! We will medicate every single one of you, willy nilly, of course it is your choice, but if you don't comply

we will take your job away and your house and home too! Let freedom ring! So relax, just trust your government, and know that we care

very much and are here to protect you!

After taking this new wonder drug, the elixir of pure immortal life, you have our permission to go on with life! Again it really is your

choice, but it's just that if you don't, then you can't ty anywhere, you can't live it up or even see your offspring! So IF you Repeatedly!

take the jab/drug combination, you will be free...again and again (oxymoron)! It's either you renounce all life and hide away from all

connections, or...choose immortal life, choose the drug, and we promise you will sail off into Never-Never Land!

We promise, you will never die, after taking this drug! Trust us! Immortality is now achieved, guaranteed! The government has

concocted a miracle, bestowed you with a gift from the Gods of the Health Department! And so long as you take this, you may even

now have our permission, from the government, to visit with your friends, to sing, to laugh, to talk (about anything except certain topics

which we forbid)! (Sarcasm intended from A to Z).
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Damn, mirandola, that was brilliantly hilarious!! I don't think anybody could have summed everything up more perfectly!!
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Which variation of covid will allegedly vaxinated Fauci contract next?
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Yes ALLEGEDLY vaccinated.
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Apparently Dr Fauci Planned for a PERMANENT PANDEMIC. See the article links Datadragon just dropped in.
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These people need a taste of their own medicine!
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Covid-19 is a LIE; positive test (supposedly meaning that you are 'infected') is a LIE, Fraudski is a LIAR and DECEIVER! I think it's

beyond time that we stopped promoting this fraud! As far as the mutants/variants goes...Does Pandora's Box ring any bells?! There is

no deadly virus coming to kill us all - yet! This insanity has been a pandemic of fear - from the very beginning. There are much worse

things coming. Perhaps 'that' is what we should be focused on. The "fall surprise" just might get people's attention - or not!
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Fauci Likely to Birth His Own COVID Variant After Paxlovid
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention issued a warning about the potential for

COVID-19 rebound after Paxlovid treatment

'

Dr. Anthony Fauci took Paxlovid for COVID-19, tested negative, then developed worsened

symptoms, known as COVID-19 rebound; he then took a second course of the drug

'

People who take Paxlovid can still transmit COVID-19 to others, even if they’re asymptomatic'

Two separate studies suggest Paxlovid is causing SARS-CoV-2 to mutate and develop

resistance to the drug

'

Despite the many questions regarding Paxlovid’s association with rebound infections and mutations, P"zer is moving ahead and seeking full

approval of the drug from the FDA

'
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People who are triple-vaccinated (boosted) against COVID recover signi"cantly more slowly from COVID infection and remain

contagious for longer (and able to spread to others) than people who are not vaccinated at all. At "ve days post-infection, less than 25

percent of unvaccinated people were still contagious, whereas around 70 percent of boosted people were still carrying viable virus

particles. For those partially vaccinated, around 50 percent were still contagious at this point. Even more strikingly, at ten days

post-infection, one-third of boosted people (31 percent) were found to still be carrying live, culturable virus. By contrast, just six

percent of unvaccinated people were still contagious at day 10.

In other words, people who have received a booster shot are "ve times more likely still to be contagious at ten days post-infection than

are unvaccinated people. The "ndings go a long way to explaining why Paxlovid, P"zer's anti-viral medication, is often not effective for

people who have been vaccinated against COVID, with many experiencing a recurrence of symptoms along with a positive COVID test

after completing the "ve-day regimen (as recently occurred with quadruple-vaccinated Dr. Anthony Fauci). This phenomenon is known

as COVID rebound. Meanwhile, Israeli Health Ministry data shows that in the older population (those over the age of 60), having

submitted to more COVID shots often correlates to a greater likelihood of becoming infected with COVID.

www.israelnationalnews.com/.../356245  Sars-Cov-2 BA.2 variants are creating mutations in Mpro that reduce effectiveness of

Paxlovid (and other treatments that only target Mpro) www.thailandmedical.news/news/breaking-sars-cov-2-ba-2-variant-spawnin..

 Many of the discussed other potential treatments like ivermectin however have other targets besides mpro in the studies.
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So it appears the COVID-19 vaccines may not only be harmful to the individual taking them but also cause trouble for those who

decide not to get the shots but spend time in close proximity to people who did unfortunately. Haiti Did Not Vaccinate Its

Citizens, The Current Vax Rate is 1.4% — Yet Country Has One of Lowest COVID Death Rates in the World — Weird, Huh

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/07/haiti-not-vaccinate-citizens-current-..  A new analysis "nds several California counties

with above-average vaccination rates also have higher COVID case rates, while case rates are falling in counties with

below-average vaccination rates.

sacramento.cbslocal.com/2021/07/26/covid-vaccination-california-counti..  The most-vaccinated countries in the world are

experiencing a surge in COVID-19 cases, while the least-vaccinated countries are not.

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/worrying-me-quite-bit-mrna-vaccine-inventor..
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Thanks Data: - - Clipped from your Zero Hedge article - Dr. Robert Malone, a pioneer in the "eld of mRNA vaccines, shared a

viral Twitter thread on Friday which lays out a disturbing trend; the most-vaccinated countries in the world are experiencing a

surge in COVID-19 cases, while the least-vaccinated countries are not. - - - - "This is worrying me quite a bit," tweeted Malone,

embedding the lengthy thread authored by Twitter user @holmenkollin (Corona Realism) via the 'thread reader' app.
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Just more BS from Fauci. I don’t for one minute think that this little monster would take the jab. He knows it’s killing people. He doesn’t

want to die. He’s probably one of those people that will get his stupid head frozen when he dies. He’s got a God complex and he’s a

fool. Hell is probably too good for him.
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Planned genocide
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What SANE HUMAN actually THINKS (NOT 'believe'; belief systems are for CHILDREN who do not KNOW any better!), that Fraud-Fauci

is 'drinking his own (deadly) Kool-aid'?!?!?! Firstly, there is NO 'virus' called CV19! That, too, is just a BIO-WEAPON. Second, Fraud-Fauci

is NOT Jim Jones......he is NOT taking his own DEATH JAB(S)!!!!!! (ie Drinking his own Suicide Kool-aid) He has NOT 'tested positive'

for ANYTHING! Since there is......NO SUCH 'TEST'! When they say, 'so-and-so has tested positive for CV19'........it IS THEATRE! (aka

BRAIN-WASHING/Social Engineering/PsyOp). Those who cannot recognize that fact......there is something seriously WRONG with

them! They are NOT HUMAN, since they do not have a FUNCTIONING BRAIN.
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Randyfast
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Theatre of the absurd!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Just another Fauci backed Fraud that doesn't "x anything except the pursuit 0f $$$, Power & Control.
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157 Medical science liaisons are Big pharma’s best kept secret ebm.bmj.com/.../A38
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IMPORTANT UPDATE, slightly off-topic? For those still suffering, on returning immune symptoms to normalcy. Dr Been (Mobeen

Sayed) interviewed Dr. Bruce Patterson recently, on how they found what post-covid, Long Covid consists of, and what the FLCCC has

tested and recommending. Key question is the difference between vaxxed injured and the long haulers. Here's the bitchute link: 95%

FOR COVID & POST-VAX LONG HAULERS - DR BEEN INTERVIEWS DR BRUCE PATTERSON - - www.bitchute.com/.../FBnxasXn3mMA  -

- its a bit heady discussion, also can be found on youtube: www.youtube.com/watch
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Thanks rrrrrrrealrrrrrrrose . Yes important, but very long video, so I did not see it yet, but I did look what is written under the

Youtube video, the description box said: Dr. Bruce Patterson’s team has discovered that the S1 pieces of the spike proteins

persist in the monocytes resulting in immune dysregulation and long-haul syndrome. Dr. Patterson’s site:

https://covidlonghaulers.com/  Interesting is the comment by Cat"sh Cowboy, saying: "Thank you for stating, “long haulers want

to die”. For 7 months I battles suicidal thoughts and wanting to die. The evening of Thursday, August 5th I took ivermectin. I

woke up Friday morning, head pressure gone... anxiety, depression and wanting to die gone. I have not had a physical crash

since then. From two per week to none. I am 12 days of great days. Haven’t seen this since 2020." So rrr Ivermectin did the trick

for him, but were to get it?
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Hi Pete, you may be able to listen to the translated version on youtube! Yes, its long due to loads of questions being answered

near the end. The main content is within the "rst 45 minutes or so, most of the questions are also excellent!
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@Pete. Thanks for the reminder. Time to get some ivermectin in the medicine cabinet.
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Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, please. Are we really expected to believe that this absolute disgrace to the Medical Profession ever actually took a 'genuine

vaccine' for COVID, let alone any other 'medication'? I doubt it. Can't see this disgusting pip-squeak doing anything to remotely

endanger his life, It's all 'smoke and mirrors - designed to appeal to his sycophantic 'fan' base (even typing these words makes me wish

to throw up) that hang slavishly on his every word. And now - in the UK - there is yet another 'expert' weighing in on the possible need

to return to masking et al.

What a bloody joke. Just look where heeding the advice of these so-called 'experts' got the Brits in the "rst place; draconian measures

at the outset of the 'pandemic' (that will probably never be repealed) and an entire swathe of the population turned into compliant

'sheep'. Pathetic. Time for them (and I'm a Brit - currently living in that exemplary bastion of freedom - aka California) to rise up and

say 'enough is enough'. I wonder, though, how many will actually realise what is going on and rebel. Thank goodness for the Dutch

Farmers..
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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Absolutely Ingab51. Dr Mengele-Fauci would never take his own poisons. The story is just yet more propaganda devised by Big

Pharma and the evil Fauci.
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QuestioHealth
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Hi Mercola Team (this includes the engaged community on here!), honored to leave the 1st message on this thread. Footnote 34,

refering to the early 2022 Cornell preprint: the link seems to be either broken or inaccurate arxiv.org/.../2201.08176v1
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Keep trying...worked for me
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QuestioHealth - Eh? clear your browser history, cookies, search history, reboot or shut down and let your computer sit for 5

minutes, then re-start, then check your internet connection. This link pops open so fast, not even funny.
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